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Abstract 
The Sankhya doctrine envisages the deepest insight into the working of the human psyche 
and spirit in the evolutionary Human plane and the Aatmic plane after the physical existence 
transcending to the Supra Cosmic Conscient aura.Astrology-the ancient science from which 
one learns fate and destiny is rooted in Sankhya.The seven continents,the seven oceans,the 
seven basic notes of Harmonica,the seven horses of the sun's chariot speaking of the seven 
colours of the sun's ray and probably the seven universes to be established by us in the 
Assembly of learned as truth with Sankhya's seven,-universe.All life forms reincarnates into 
another being or as an iota,-Panchtatva(The God Particles) mingles with the Supra Conscient 
Light.This higher immortal self who is the spiritual element in man doesnot represent the 
highest aspect of his nature.Within him abides eternally the Monad,the Purusha of the 
Sankhya Philosophy,the Aatma of the Vedanta,that unseen mysterious eternity about whom 
we cannot form any idea though He is the very core of our complex being and this whole 
process of knowing 'who am I' and 'why am I' is the essence of the Vedanta s,shankhya, 
Christian and Theosophy for carrying the spiritual Consciousness to the Zenith of glory and 
happiness. 
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Introduction  
 
The sankhya doctrine envisages the deepest insight into the working of the human psyche and 
spirit the evolutionary human and the Aatmic plane after the physical existence transcending 
to the supra cosmic conscient Aura. It offers the true sublime answer to the questions 
confronting the human soul in the lonely hours of his life. Firstly, How to live on this earth, 
Secondly, How to face the end of this short earthly pilgrimage, and thirdly what after 
existence here. The sankhya Doctrine instils the truth that the universe consist of two 
independent realities- Purusha (Consciousness) and Prakriti (Matter). When Purusha 
integrates with Prakriti Springs to the enlightenment. “JIVA” (Life form). Sankhya does not 
revolve into the labyrinthal  concept of God. God is neither  male or female. Ancient wisdom 
establishes creation without the union of male and the female species. Vishnu in  Serenity on 
Sheshnaga the king of the phylum Reptilia with mother Goddess Mahalaxmi besides his feet 
with Brahma the inspiration of creation springing from his naval in the Bosom of Lord Shiva. 
The lord does not allow even a drop of the poisonous venom that he had inhaled to save the 
Universe from extinction and with  in-depth determination that no harm or abuse is caused to 
any life form. His neither swayed by the vastness of the wealth lying in Mahalaxmi the 
Goddess of Materialism. Shiva holds in his hand the trident sphere (Trisul) that results  in 
total negation and insignificance all Physical, Daivik, Material,Self accepted Angelic demons 
ideolise as Demi Gods. 
 
The trinity beseeches oneness and manifold – Universal  Brotherhood in virtuous oneness in 
multitudness this is theosophy as entrained by Madam Blavatsky and Col.Olcott the founder 
of theosophical society in the master treatise “The secret doctrine”  Shiva is the destroyer of 
evil and vishunu – the preserver and Brahma the creator all symbiolic of the three virtues 
essential for the life forms. This repudiates the concept of God as an idol. Buddhi, Ahankar 
i.e; the Cosmic view, Wisdom, Knowledge, Intelligence and Consciousness all are 
manifestation of Panch Tatva,  the very basic sub ionic elements that constitute the entire 
Universe. As all are iotas of Panch Tatva. That have energy embedded in it. Their energy 
have influence on the ‘Jiva’ as well. Astrology too is formulation of Panchtatva that entails 
cosmogenetic ultrasesmic ethereal supra. Consciental  consciousness. It enjoins a magnamous  
whirlpool of inner awareness enshrined in ancient cosmological sciences. They are evident 
planets have influence on life forms. And these influences project that fate and destiny are 
rooted in like forms as per timing of Birth. But Sankhya assents that they are not immortally 
fortified and may changed with the ultraviolet rays the supra conscious light of which 
meditation form is mere a straw has reached greater zenith of voluminous knowledge, 
experimental experience is mere a Saga tools. The planets and the stars affect the body of life 
form but consciousness provides not merely relief but totally how to out do the negative 
expected results if one has faith in Tantrayana,  Mantrayana. And self consciousness 
(Buddhism) that formulates  mediation and identifies him with Shiva- the self  hood i.e. the 
central authority. Sankhya does not delve into the debate of existence of God. The school 
considers the Vedas a reliable source of knowledge. It is an atheistic philosophy.  
 
The term 7 is a lucky number but We are ignorant  of the fact why? We have the seven 
continents, the seven oceans, the seven basic notes of Harmonica, the seven stars (the 
Saptarishi) and most important among the seven Horses racing the chariot of luminous Lord 
of flames “The Sun” with the Seven Colours (VIBGOYR)  integral for life. Sixteen 
SANSKARAS from the time of birth to the spirit leaves the body for another Journey. These 
sixteen keys termed as natural beauty and (1+6) equals to 7 as for numerology. And probably 



the seven Universes to be established by us in the assembly of  learned souls manifested as 
truth with sankhya seven “Universe”. 
 
Seven brothers of Krishna the karamyogi were done to death Just after birth by his uncle 
kansha. And this seven resulted in the birth of the Divine, karma tantra as enshrined in the 
Geeta. Moses too was born in the slave family and left in a basket in the swift current at the 
mercy of his new mother Nile. As the ruler of Nation has urdered that all male child should 
be done to death at the time of birth itself. Later on Moses give up and gave to the world his 
thoughts enshrined in it the old Testament of the Holy Bible. It is paradoxical that the small 
split of land gave birth to Moses. And prophet Mahammad the founder of Islam and Lord 
Jesus the son of God.  
 
But the question arises where is God who gave birth to the solace elixir to life spirits. It is the 
ID, Ego, superego that had and has crippled the Thought Wave Consciousness of our psyche. 
It does not merely appear but true is the realisation of the eternal truth that the existence of 
God non-sensical and total Neisence. The omnipotent, the omniscient God are merely words 
of few letters in dictionary. However, their symbol of all superior values that should be 
inculcated in all life forms by the Universal Mother form time before the embryo is generated 
in the womb. These are the qualities that should be manifested in education and culture for a 
serve  happy enjoyable and resonant life. Stephen Hawkins meditates the Globes and black 
holes and worm holes and white holes. May sun- the lord of Luminous rays and Gayatri 
throbbing  with intense Supra Cosmic Universal Mother spirit dawn upon all life form the 
novel luminosity of the truth. And God the may a certain religions a sect  is mere a herb that 
soothes and ailing hopes through device religious methodology.  
 
Go out to the world at large and live for the common Good of mankind. LOVE thy neighbour 
as thy ownself, said the holy Prophet of Nazareth. Lord Jesus, he also rose up from his grave 
on easter to sprout  the blessings of oneness.  
 
Hinduism too proclaims  (Shivoaham) (I am shiva) vgÅ] vgÅ iq:"k% 'kksgfLe (I am what 
you are). It is the supra conscient future all aiming to bring about a happier cheerful aura of 
life from time the body is in the womb ot the when the spirit elixir leaves the body to repeat 
another life. It is quest throbbing with unflinching Zeal to integrate all the supreme virtues in 
the consciousness and oneness in all life forms. As per the fourth volume of the Mahabharta 
Abhimanyu learnt how to get through the six doors of the labyrinthal strategic formulation 
(chakra-viyu) of the enemy soldiers but failed to get through the seventh. This was on 
account of the reason that his mother, subhradra had fallen asleep while his father Arjuna was 
narrating the means of getting through the seventh and winning the war. Here also results the 
nomination lucky seven for victory. Abhimanyu have missed it and faced a valorous death. 
However we should not dependent on our parents and neighbour anyone for sprouting and 
magnifying consciousness. Abhimanyu could have learnt how to get through the seventh wall 
if  he had sent his consciousness to the distant obscurity and obtained a vision of sublimity.  
 
Shinto is an indigenous fast Asian religion and originated in Japan and before affects the 
colonization of ethics and religions Philosophy in Bosnia, Latvia, Lithuania and many more 
nation. Nature worship as religion had flourished in ancient Aryavartha with its genius in 
Panchtatva  Shinto  emphasizes inner purity and concern for all life forms. It is identical to 
the thoughts and consciousness encouraged and enshrined in the Vedas and Upanishads . 
Zorosterism is a monotheistic religion that believe in one eternal God who is epitome of just 
behaviour and goodness . They worship fire and regard the earth and fire and sacred, pious  



harbingers of life , they believe that  dead matters a corrupting element to everything and 
hence they place the dead bodies in open to be eaten by the vultures. 
 
Conclusion  
 
Death rebirth are illusory notions , there is no death and no rebirth. What occurs is mere 
change of form the  elephant chews the kathe fruit with the crackling sound it appears  as it 
hard nutty coating  has been broken to pieces. But low:- it comes out totally unfeathered 
without even  pin hole in it. But the intrinsic flesh is gone ,where has it gone? It has just 
undergone a change of form as the Flesh, Blood and Consciousness doesn’t differ form 
matter but within itself it witnesses intense acivity in short infiniticible mal, infinitemal 
movements affecting a chnge of form. Matter is indestractible.The body becomes motionless 
after the Aatman leaves it for the esoteric ethereal bondage of oneness  in zenith of paradise  
the body in the grave burn to ashes or as faeces after being engulf by vultures turned as 
fertilizers and mingal with the soil . when we saw a seed it sprouts in to saplings giving 
nutrition for germination of the sperm and the ovum and the babe in the womb also receive 
nutrition through naval chord. Judaism too is a monotheistic  religion but persecuted by islam 
thus it is manifested that religion is a way one leads life dharte iti dharma  and Christianity 
are religions of identical views with merely different in words. Islam envisages that after 
death one has to cross the “pool –al – sharat” the river and the wrong door is punished there 
is leading to jahannum in Islam , hell in Christianity, Narak in Sanatana or Jannat as per 
Swarga or Heaven. As per the mention of the tongue of a calf in the holy Quaran  Mazeed has 
outdone,-  a novice a thought wave. The Hindu donate the calf to a Brahmin (who cherises 
the knowledge of Brahma-creation) so that his ancestors may access the “Baitarni” reach the 
access of Swarga or heaven or Jannat. Besides a s mentioned in the Holy Quaran Mazeed. 
When a weathly Jew was done to death by unknown person muses prescribed the tongue of 
the calf particular breed and colour to be placed on the chest of the dead jeweller at a juncture 
when the tongue was placed the jeweller rose up alive. Surprisingly, merely a month back a 
mummy was found is the pyramid that had a tongue of gold. This is esoteric mysticism pray 
to noble August audience endowed with superior wisdom and knowledge to enlighten about 
the Prometheus tongue. However, this is everlasting endeavour does not end here and it shall 
continue to work to unveil the truth. The unseen eternity about whom we cannot from any 
judgement though he is very core of our complex being and the whole process of knowing 
‘Who am i’ and ‘Why am i’ is the essence of the Vedantas, Sankhya, Sufiasm, Zorotrism, 
Nature Worshipper and all seekers of truth. 
(one who knows God, Himself, becomes  God) 
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